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Abstract— Tumor is an abandoned development of tissues in 

any part of the body. Tumors have different treatment for 

different characteristics of tissues. Brain tumor is a very serious 

and dangerous, as we know. In developed countries most 

Research shows that due to the inaccurate detection of tumor 

many people have died. Normally, CT scan or MRI images will 

be used for the detection of tumor. In this research, we want to 

introduce a method which is very advanced and accurate for 

brain tumor detection based on a new structure algorithm. This 

technique focuses mainly on pre processing, Edge detection, 

segmentation, Feature extraction. Pre-processing will be done 

first for filtering, after filtering edge detection is applied to the 

image, then after advanced fuzzy K means (AFKM) clustering 

algorithm is used for the segmentation process. Finally 

thresholding will extract the tumor at a particular point in the 

image. This technique is very suitable for segmentation with 

exactness when we compare with the manual segmentation. In 

addition, it also shrinks the time for examination. 

Key Words—Segmentation, Structure Algorithm, K-Means 

algorithm, C-Means algorithm, Feature extraction, fuzzy K-

Means clustering, edge detection, Brain tumor 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This process is an important technique in maximum 

image signaling algorithms. If you look at these different 

areas, the picture is digitally divided. Many image signaling 

techniques are developed by researchers who develop those 

photos, and are formed as easy to judge by Swash. Parallel 

algorithms in these serial processors have trouble with the 

approach. It's a new paper literature review of the main 

image signaling techniques link algorithms on hardware 

devices and want to continue. 

Tracking and linking cells [1], it's clear that the discussion 

of the tracks is based on the Viterbi algorithm, is in [2]. 

Different cell signaling techniques discussed [3]-[5]. Can 

use the time lapse microscopy value and extract [6], to 

quantify many different aspects of cell behavior such as [7] 

[8], (cell division) and Mitosis Apoptosis (cell death), and 

the migration is important in the study of cancer Morfalwaji 

[12] [13] ], Ambreognisas [14], [15], stem cell [16]–[18], 

and many other aspects of cell and developmental biology. 

[9] In the opening works [14] The cell broadcast 

microscopy, and the pictures were seen in the appropriate 
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spaces, taking advantage of hand sketch or situations in 

which the main unit of interest in a plane taped record 

properties was continually in the same place. Today, a wide 

number of available supporting microscope strategy is 

required, as these phones may identify an opportunity for 

the cors and four fluorescent proteins or color, plus 

skkisance for the use of 2-D or 3-D images of the-camera to 

record the indent A chance. The manual can be done by test 

run and can be used by the big most difficult, must 

reproduce, even as often as these discoveries are the appeal 

by the representative who can make these four subjective 

wishes. For these reasons, the surgery will be conducted on 

a large scale or on the Robotheid semi Robotheid system of 

interest. In the survey of different algorithms [19] explicitly 

stated. Medical surveillance, search, authorization, a process 

image area, machine-driven business review and a number 

of areas with plenty of our daily life, like the ever growing 

tide of applications and dynamic location. It is also 

recognized as a completely different image and objects for 

the request. In this way, a common purpose applications are 

run on a PC that is often simple, however, due to subsequent 

constraints on different memory and blond prefer devices, 

the time is not validated. Application specific hardware 

implementation provides a software system, vast large 

implementation, than that. As VLSI(very large scale 

integrated) has become a high-count hardware execution 

technology to implement a beautiful hardware systems and 

the implementation of the equality death penalty creates the 

maximum fallback Pipelining algorithms in time.   

 2 types of technologies are available for hardware design. 

Jointly application specific integrated circuits (which are the 

Isaas devices program), such as the design of digital signal 

processors, are described in full custom hardware (10) and 

field program Gateway Arrays (FPGA's). The full custom 

design offers the highest performance, Isak Kompanniss, 

with extremely high cost of development and so on. During 

design and design Isak Plus cannot be modified in too much. 

Isak Design in high volume industrial applications. The chip 

fabric created around makes it problem. There are 10 types 

of hardware devices and a PC between design and display, 

according to Isak.  10 Dedicated laptop computer, C or the 

assembly code for best display, usually with this program. It 

is a very complex picture for the scientific discipline of 

nature, which is in the process of intensive tasks. Hardware 

design electronic retention, but less often than the will to 

learn that design curve of an alternate route is higher on a 

FPGA technology such as equality and pipelining such as 

hardware design techniques, which is the design of 

dedicated DSP capability Not.  
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Image processing Rikonforabla on algorithms for the 

market value of hardware downtime, allowing faster and 

simpler debugging and verification of Potting complex. So 

the  

system implementing the real time image processing 

alternative is FPGAs.    

 
Fig. 1. Segmentation methods 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. K-means algorithm 

Here we discuss clearly about the basic structure of K-

means clustering. Let A={ai| i=1,…,f} be attributes of f-

dimensional vectors and X={xi | i=1,…,N} be each data of 

A. K-means clusters which X is SK = {Si | I 1, b..., = k} 

where M is mi εx = {M = 1, n (SI), the... J |} SI members, 

where n(si) is number of members for si. Each cluster has 

cluster center of C={ci | i=1,…,k}. The following steps will 

be involved in the K-means clustering algorithm [20-21] 

1. Generate the random starting points with centroids 

C. 

2. By utilizing the Euclidean separation discover the 

separation d between X to C.  

3. Ascertain the base d(xi,C) from the partition of xi 

for i=1...N into.  

4. Ascertain the new centre ci for i=1...k characterized 

as:  

Ci=
1

𝑛𝑖
∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑗
𝑛(𝑠𝑖)
𝑗=1 ∈ 𝑠𝑖 

5. Rehash the procedure stage 2 until the point that all 

centroids are concurrent. 

The centroids, in case if they do not change their position 

then they will be said as converged in a particular cycle. It 

additionally may stop in the t emphasis with a threshold ε if 

those positions have been refreshed by the separation 

underneath ε:  

|
𝑐𝑡−𝑐𝑡−1

𝑐𝑡
|<ε 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. K –means clustering algorithm 

B. Fuzzy C-Means Clustering 

Fuzzy logic to process data through partial membership in 

reflection is a method of each pixel value. Fuzzy 

membership in the set value is 0 1 ranges. The fuzzy cluster 

basically allows a multi-value logical values, such as the 

intermediate I. E., a member of the same member can be set 

in fuzzy sets blurred picture. Full membership, non-

membership is between any bad transfer. An image of a 

fosaniss function, in the form of a Buddha-figure and also a 

membership in information to define. The membership 

function that is involved includes three main primary 

attributes. They have support, restrictions. The core member 

is set to be completely opaque. The subscription is 

supported by a non-intermediate or partial subscription, and 

is a border that is set to value between 0 and 1 [23]. 

Obscure logic, fuzzy clusters, in each cluster location 

entirely, just one degree from a cluster. The cluster is on the 

periphery of the cluster, with fewer points than points. Each 

point x is given status as we are in the 𝑘𝑡ℎ cluster𝑢𝑘(𝑥) 
digital head. The contribution coefficient for any given x 1 

is usually clear: 

 
Fuzzy c-means clustering, which kantroad all points with 

a cluster of his degree of leverage over it, means: 

 
The distance to the cluster center is related to the inverse 

state: 
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Then coefficients is a true parameter to fosifed 

distribution > 1 So their is 1.  

 
The equivalent of 2 m for coefficients to equal their 

money to 1 along a linear normalizing. When 1 m is close, 

and the cluster closest to the center at this point is much 

more weighted than others, and it is similar to the K-means 

algorithm. 

Fuzzy c-means the algorithm K-means that is similar to 

the algorithm: 

• Select the number of clusters.  

• Clusters assigned to go to each endpoint are Lakki 

coefficients.  

• Repeat algorithm (that is, the change of the 

threshold of coefficients sensitivity between two atratance is 

from someone else): • Calculate kanterwads for each cluster 

using the formula above.  

• Using the formula above, calculate their 

coefficients for each location in the clusters.  

Intra-cluster analytics K-means are less than the 

algorithm, however there are problems, in the same way that 

there is at least one local minimum depending on weights 

and the initial selection of results. In a more orderly way, the 

statistics algorithms Mksmyazaon expect some of the 

following to be views: Partial membership in classes. They 

know they've given precedence to properties and simple 

fuzzy-C-means. 

III. PROPOSED SEGMENTATION METHOD 

Here in this section we proposed that our hybrid fuzzy K-

means cluster acronym (AFKM). First, what the average 

used for preprocessing will be to remove from digital photos 

using filter noise and improve image quality. The product of 

the first phase will then be able to identify the margins of 

the image, and then it's K-i.e. the Segmented generated 

mines of the cluster: image. Now, the fuzzy cluster signaling 

accuracy and precise detection of the cancer of the capsule 

will be applied to the product of MR images with the 

improve K-roots. Size of the tumor will be detected. The 

algorithm that steps up for the proposed system is shown in 

the diagram of a block. 

Fig. 3. Proposed system block diagram 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Simulation has been done in Matlab. Fig. 4 represents the 

edges found in the image, Fig. 5 shows the original image 

and Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig 8 shows the segmented images of  K-

means clustering, Fuzzy C-means clustering and proposed 

segmented method. 

 
Fig. 4. Edges detection 

 

TABLE I. COMPARISION WITH OTHER 

METHODS 

S.NO. SEGMENTATION METHOD TIME(Sec) 

1 K-MEANS CLUSTERING 3.625 

2 FUZZY C-MEANS CLUSTERING 4.0625 

3 PROPOSED SEGMENTATION 2.8433 

 

Above table I shows the comparison results with K-means 

clustering and C-Means clustering, which have produced the 

better results in terms of time.  

 
Fig. 5. Original image 

 
Fig. 5. Segmented imagewith K-means clustering 
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Fig. 5. Segmented image with Fuzzy C-means 

clustering 

 
Fig. 5. Segmented image with Proposed Structure 

algorithm 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this document we have designed an approach to image 

segmentation using the algorithm of a new structure for 

detecting brain tumors in which we segmented the tissues of 

the original paintings. The simulation results were compared 

with-means for clustering and fuzzy C-means clustering, 

which are well known and popular methods of segmentation 

of the image in terms of processor time and functions of the 

histogram. The proposed image segmentation approach 

showed better and much better performance than existing 

methods. In the future, we can increase accuracy and reduce 

computation time by considering optimal minimization of 

clusters. 
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